The problem of imbalanced binary classification is common in engineering and scientific practices. In such cases, there are usually considerable instances from one class dominating the whole dataset (i.e. the majority class) and few instances from the other class (i.e. the minority class). Dynamic ensembling of classifiers is an effective approach in processing such labelskewed classifications. However, in dynamic ensemble methods, the combination of classifiers is usually determined by the local competence and conventional regularization methods are difficult to apply, leaving the technique prone to overfitting. In this paper, a novel method of Adaptive Ensemble of classifiers with Regularization (AER) has been proposed. The method deals with the overfitting problem from a perspective of implicit regularization. Specifically, it leverages the properties of Stochastic Gradient Descent (SGD) to obtain the solution with the minimum norm to achieve regularization, and interpolates ensemble weights via the global geometry of data to further prevent overfitting. The main procedures include: 1) A Gaussian Mixture Model (GMM) will be learned and multiple less-skewed sub-datasets will be sampled. Each Gaussian centroid leads to two subsets: one focuses on the global geometry, and the other emphasizes the local geometry. 2) After that, each of the sub-datasets is used to train an individual base classifier, and the base classifiers will be linearly combined in terms of the coefficients trained by SGD. 3) While inferring a new instance, the on-the-fly coefficients will be computed by the interpolations between the trained weights and the likelihoods with respect to each Gaussian component. This new method enjoys a favourable time and memory complexity, and theoretical proofs show that algorithms implemented with AER paradigm have time and memory complexities upper-bounded by their original implementations. The proposed method is tested with a specific implementation based on Gradient Boosting Machine (XGBoost) on the three datasets: UCI Bioassay, KEEL Abalone19, and a set of GMM-sampled artificial dataset. Results show that the proposed AER algorithm can outperform the major existing algorithms based on multiple metrics, especially when the data manifold is close to Gaussian Mixture. To further validate the competitiveness of performances, Mcnemar's tests are applied to verify the performance differences between the existing algorithms and the AER models on the last two datasets. To summarize, this work complements regularization for dynamic ensemble methods and develops a consistent algorithm superior in grasping both the global and local geometry of data to alleviate overfitting in imbalanced data classification.
Introduction
Imbalanced data classification refers to tasks of classifying datasets with significantly different numbers of instances among classes [1] . Specifically, for the imbalanced binary data classification problem, there is usually a large number of instances from one class dominating the whole dataset (the majority class) and there are only a few instances constituting the other class (the minority class). The problem of imbalanced binary data classification is common in engineering and scientific practices [2] [3] [4] . Since conventional classification algorithms usually suffer from unsatisfied performances under the imbalanced data circumstance, there has been studies focusing on designing specific algorithms for such type of classification.
Among the widely used algorithms, ensemble methods, especially the dynamic ensemble of classifiers, have amassed a considerable amount of attention. The dynamic ensemble of classifiers aims to train multiple classifiers characterized by different subsets and adaptively selects or combines them during the inference process. This type of method attempts to mitigate the performance degradation by only selecting the most competent base classifiers for a specific test instance [5] [6] . However, given the ensemble of classifiers are determined by the local competence, the risk of overfitting is increased at the same time. In this paper, inspired by the modeling capacity of Gaussian Mixture Model (GMM) [7] [8] for the global and regional geometry of data and the implicit regularization property of Stochastic Gradient Descent (SGD) [9] [10] [11] [12], we propose a novel algorithm of Adaptive Ensemble of classifiers with Regularization (AER) to solve the binary classification problems under the imbalanced scenarios. Here, the term 'Adaptive Ensemble' indicates that the weight of each base classifier is adaptively chosen base on heterogeneous local geometries of data, and the phrase 'with Regularization' refers to the two types of regularization methods we introduced on the top of adaptive ensemble.
The algorithm first performs unsupervised Gaussian Mixture Model to generate two types of subsets. The first one favors the representation of the global data manifold, and the second type emphasizes the local geometries. For each sub-dataset, one base classifier will be learned, and their coefficients will be learned by optimizing the cross-entropy loss between the combined probabilistic outputs and the labels with Stochastic Gradient Descent (SGD). Consecutively, during the inference procedure, the normalized coefficient of each individual classifier will be determined by an interpolation between the on-the-fly likelihood and the trained classifier coefficient. Finally, since the output could be determined by a flexible decision threshold in binary data classification, the final model can be determined by an optimal threshold based on the validation data (rather than simply 0.5).
The proposed algorithm introduces two types of regularization on the top of standard dynamic ensemble. First, by training with SGD, the coefficients will converge to a solution with minimum l2 norm, which is equivalent to an implicit regularization to the coefficients. Second, by interpolating the likelihoods with learned global coefficients, the global data geometry information modeled in the GMM will be utilized to normalize the likelihoods, introducing another form of regularization. By carefully choosing an interpolation parameter (often via validation), a balance between the learning capability of complex geometries and the abilities of generalization will lead to an overallsatisfying performance. Also, it could be argued that, comparing to other types of approaches, this resampling-based dynamic ensemble will introduce a better theoretical time and memory complexity, especially when the time complexity is super-lineally dependent on the number of instances (see section 3 for more details).
With a special implementation of Gradient Boosting Machine [13] -based individual classifier (XGBoost [14] , we refer the combined method as AER-XGBoost), the proposed AER method is tested on three datasets: UCI Bioassay, KEEL Abalone19, and GMM-based artificially-generated data. Experimental results illustrate competitive performances of the algorithm and empirically justify the rationality of the proposed method. The overall performances of the proposed method outperform multiple standard and state-of-the-art methods, including the recently-proposed focal loss [15] . In addition, for a specific case, when the geometries of the data follow Gaussian Mixture model, the advantage of our method is especially significant.
Related Work
Performing high-accuracy classification with imbalanced data has been a challenge for a long time, and there have been considerable numbers of academic publications discussing algorithms to address the problem. The algorithms could be roughly categorized into four types [16] [17] . The first branch of methods is re-sampling, which aims to generate balanced data via under-sampling the majority class and/or over-sampling the minority instances [18] . The second branch of algorithms is cost sensitive algorithms, which address the problem by using imbalance-sensitive target functions, and assigning special loss to certain types of mis-classifications [19] . The third cluster of algorithms is the one-class learning method that solves the problem by learning the representation of the majority/minority data solely [20] . The final branch of algorithms is the ensemble method, which is related to the algorithm employed in this paper.
Ensemble methods usually utilize a hybrid scheme of optimizing the model on both data distribution and algorithm parameters to obtain a satisfying overall performance [21] . For instance, both bagging and boosting algorithms utilize a strategy to put emphasis on certain parts of the data at each iteration, and combine multiple classifiers with adaptive parameters [22] . Meanwhile, since the types of individual classifiers in ensemble learning could be of a broad range, numerous publications have discussed the impact of different base classifiers, ranging from Logistic Regression [23] to Decision Trees [24] and Support Vector Machine [25] . Both bagging and boosting methods comprehensively examined class-imbalanced data classification problems with static ensemble approach [26] . However, confusing noises with minority data could be a major source of the performance deficient for the static ensemble methods [21] [26] [27] .
In contrast, dynamic ensemble methods change the ensemble according to the instance of inference. This technique enhances the flexibility of the model and reduce prediction biases. However, it increases computational complexity and the possibility of overfitting. Early work on dynamic ensemble, such as Woods (1997) [28] , usually utilizes a 'rank-based' selection combined with the Dynamic Classifier Selection (DCS) scheme, which selects one single model with the highest accuracy during the inference procedure. More sophisticated methods, in comparison, often adopt the Dynamic Ensemble Selection (DES) scheme, which selects multiple classifiers for prediction [29] . For instance, Lin (2014) [30] has proposed a method to dynamically ensemble classifier based on clustering results; Cruz (2015) [31] has designed an algorithm to combine classifiers with meta-learning; and Xiao (2012) [32] has used a cost-sensitive criteria to determine the ensembles of multiple classifiers. In a review of dynamic ensemble especially for multi-class problems, Cruz (2018) [5] has argued that dynamic ensemble of classifiers could in general provide favorable results.
The major weakness of dynamic ensemble methods is that they tend to overfit and deteriorate their performance on test data [5] [33] . In machine learning, regularization is often used to reduce overfitting. However, there is limited research on dynamic ensemble with regularization for imbalanced data classification. For dynamic ensemble methods, a major obstacle in regularization is the constraints on the weights: conventional norm-based regularization reduces complexity by minimizing norms (magnitudes) of the weights; but in this scenario, the weight of each base classifier cannot be shrunk since they should be in [0, 1] and the sum of all weights should be 1. Other existed regularization techniques are either not applicable to the scenario (e.g. NoiseOut [34] , which is designed solely for neural networks), or considered too 'aggressive' in the linear combination setups (e.g. dropout [35] , which will opt out some base classifiers entirely and likely to cause errors). In addition, balancing the prediction error and restricting normalized weights posed a significant challenge in optimization: a derivation-based algebraic closed-form solution will not be able to obtain, and if one treats the weights as a categorical distribution to perform optimization, the corresponding likelihood (will be Bernoulli in the binary classification regime) is not conjugate with categorical. Therefore, conventional (explicit) regularization is difficult to implement in dynamic ensemble. One of the major contributions of this paper is to solve the above dilemma with the implicit regularization capability of SGD [10] [36] [37] and the facilitation of the global geometry for implicit regularization via GMM.
Regarding the applications of imbalanced data classification, since this type of data exists broadly in practice, the technique has been widely applied to different areas. In bioscience and medical research, imbalanced data classification has been utilized to identify tumor [2] and diagnose cancer [38] . Likewise, in software engineering, such a technique has been employed to detect bugs [39] or malignant software [40] . In other fields, such as financial fraud detection [41] and power transformation [3] , imbalanced data classifications are also comprehensively employed. Guo (2017) [1] conducts a survey for applications of imbalanced data classification, and shows the promising potential in applying such a technique to a broader range of problems.
The rest of the paper is arranged as follows: Section 2 introduces the algorithm in detail with its properties. Section 3 analyzes the advantageous time and memory complexity of the proposed algorithm. Section 4 demonstrates the experimental results on the datasets mentioned above and discussed the results and implications. Lastly, section 5 provides a general conclusion of the paper.
Methods
In this section, the proposed AER method will be introduced in details with four major parts: section 2.1 will introduce the Gaussian Mixture Model fitting and generation of the two types of subsets; regarding the training of individual 'base' classifiers, section 2.2 will discuss the specific implementation with XGBoost; SGD training for the ensemble of classifiers will be illustrated in section 2.3; and finally, the weight interpolation and probabilistic prediction will be shown in section 2.4. The overall procedure of the algorithm is shown as Figure 1 . In the section 3, the details of each component of the algorithm will be discussed and analyzed.
In this paper, x denotes a single instance of the data in the dataset X. To distinguish the majority and minority data, the authors use X k (key data, usually the minority) to denote the set of minority instances and X n (non-key data, usually the majority) to represent the set of majority ones. The size of data set is mostly denoted by m and the dimension (the number of features) is represented by n in this paper, in addition, k denotes the number of components of the ensemble, which is also the number of Gaussian distributions in the Gaussian Mixture Model.
Gaussian Mixture Model Fitting and Subset Generation
Gaussian Mixture Model (GMM) is a popular model in unsupervised learning and data manifold representation. The basic idea of GMM is straightforward: it utilizes the modeling capability of Gaussian distribution, and extends it to multiple centroids to improve the expressiveness. The likelihood of a single instance in GMM can be denoted as:
where N (·|µ, Σ) denotes a multivariate Gaussian distribution with µ as mean and Σ as the co-variance. When fitting the model, the parameters can be obtained via maximizing the loglikelihood:
Equation 2 can be solved by expectation-maximization (E-M) algorithm with a super-linear convergence rate [42] . In our program, the package of Gaussian Mixture Model provided by SciKit-learn [43] is directly adopted to perform the fitting procedure of GMM. It is noticeable that GMM is sensitive to initialization. To obtain stable results, the optimization will be performing 5 times for each training procedure, and the model with the highest log-likelihood will be selected. Another non-learnable parameter in the GMM is the number of Gaussian distributions. In the proposed algorithm, this hyper-parameter also determines the number of components of the final ensemble. To get the optimal number of components that optimally balance likelihood and computational complexity, Bayesian information criterion(BIC) is adopted. The BIC metric can be computed as follows:
Where p(x i ) indicates the likelihood of instance x i . In terms of the GMM presented in our method, the BIC will be computed as follows: Figure 1 : The overall process of the proposed AER algorithm where N p stands for the number of parameters of the model. In the training process, a 'pool' of possible numbers of Gaussian centroids will be given and the algorithm will compute the BIC of each model and pick the one with the least BIC quantity. We choose BIC instead of Akaike information criterion(AIC), as BIC tends to favor the model less over-fitted the data [44] . Since regularization plays an important role in our algorithm, BIC is adopted for hyper-parameter choice.
After obtaining the GMM with K Gaussian distributions, we form 2K sub-datasets based on two types of schemes. The first type of scheme will be selecting mn K most representative data from each of the Gaussian distribution. Specifically, for each Gaussian distribution N (x i |µ k , Σ k ), the algorithm will select mn K instances with highest log-likelihood. For the second type of paradigm, the algorithm will generate K subsets with m k majority instances selected by the highest likelihoods with respect to each Gaussian component, and concatenate it with 0.5 * m k majority instances randomly selected from the set. Both of the generated majority datasets will be combined by all of the minority instances.
After obtaining the above data, Tomek Link [45] will be used to remove instances from the first type of subset being considered as noises. Tomek Link follows the idea that if two instances are mutually nearest neighbors but belonging to different classes, they would be the 'overlapping' instances between classes and will therefore likely to be noises. Formally, for two given data instances {x i , x j } ∈ X and given distance measure d(·, ·), if for any x k ∈ X, there exists:
Then {x i , x j } will be considered as a pair of Tomek Link. If the corresponding labels {y i , y j } of the Tomek Link pair belong to different classes, then we consider the majority and/or minority instance in the pair as noise and remove one or both of them. In our algorithm, since the minority will be the more important part to be spotted, majority instances in the Tomek Links will be removed. By performing the above process, there will be 2K available sub-datasets with less significant skewness of labels. The reason for adopting a combination of two selecting schemes is that this strategy can achieve a balance between the recognition of majority and minority instances. The first type of subset is able to preserve the information of global geometry and contribute to the recognition of the majority instances, while the second type of data put emphasis on local geometry and improve the accuracy of spotting minority instances. Specifically, for the first type of subset, since the majority instances will take most of the portions, the subset will be able to preserve the global geometry (like a 'zoom out' version). On the other hand, for the second type of subset, since the number of majority and minority instances are almost the same, which means the choice of the majority samples are 'highly selective', the classifier will be able to focus on the complex boundaries near the minority samples and it could be deemed as 'focusing on the local geometry' (like a 'zoom in' version). Concatenating 0.5 * m k majority instances randomly selected is to add certain information of the global geometry to avoid overfitting.
The overall procedure of GMM fitting and subset generating is shown as algorithm 1. 
Fitting of Individual Base Classifier
As it has been stated above, the specific classifier implemented in the paper is Gradient Boosting Machine (GBM), a boosting-based algorithm. The model of GBM can be expressed as follows:
Like other boosting methods, the training strategy of GBM is to learn from 'previous mistakes'. Specifically, the individual sub-model of GBM at the T -th step will set the gradient of the loss function with respect to the model up to (T − 1)-th step as the current 'labels', which can be expressed as:
where L(·, ·) is used to denote any kind of loss function, and it is usually square loss for regression and cross-entropy loss for classification. The gradient computed with equation 7 is also named 'pseudo-residual'; and since the gradient will be calculated at each step, the overall method is named Gradient Boosting Machine. After obtaining the current target, the parameter of the submodel at the T -th step can be denoted as:
The overall model at the T -th step is further determine by a 'learning rate' α T , which can be obtained via optimizing the following target function:
The above optimization can be simply solved either by taking partial derivative or through a line search. By iterating the procedure from equation 7 to 9 until it matches the convergence criteria, the integrated GBM model could be obtained. In our implementation, an integrated, high-efficient, and scalable Gradient Boosting interface, namely XGBoost [14] , is employed to fit and make prediction with GBM. For each sub-set of data generated, the algorithm will be fitting one XGBoost model.
Stochastic Gradient Descent Training for the Ensemble of Classifiers
After the training with the individual models, each classifier will be able to give a class prediction (0 or 1) for every data instance. The next step is to train the combination of individual classifiers with SGD. For convenience, each individual model will be noted as f k (·) in this sub-section. Hence, we can denote the linear combination of the models as:
The constraints of equation 10 is to guarantee the values of the predictions will be lying in [0, 1], and thus it could trivially be transferred to a binary-class prediction. To train the model, the two-class cross-entropy loss is adopted:
where the second line of the above equation is the vectorized expression. Notice that since there is a constraint on w, the above optimization cannot be accomplished by simply taking derivatives and setting it to 0. To approximate the optimal solution of the function and take regularization into consideration, SGD is adopted. Specifically, the gradient of target 11 with respect to w should be:
Notice that if gradient descent is applied, the gradient in formula 12 does not guarantee w to be sum up to 1, nor does it warrant that each w k should be in the interval of [0, 1]. Nevertheless, for a gradient-based method, we can simply re-normalize the weight after learning. In addition, for the weights exceeding the limit of the interval, we can re-scale them to the limit value (0 or 1). Thus, the update formula of w should be:
where γ t is the learning rate, and S(·) denotes the re-scaling(mapping) function flooring at 0 and ceiling at 1. It could be mathematically denoted as:
It is recommended that the learning rate should be set less than 1 ||∇w t L(y,X)|| to ensure that the algorithm will converge. To determine whether the training procedure has been converged, the relative change in cross-entropy loss is adopted as the metric.
Another concern regarding using SGD method is how to initialize the coefficients, as the optimization is sensitive to initial values. In the proposed algorithm, the initialization of parameters is accomplished by the combination of AIC and BIC. Similar to BIC, AIC can be expressed as:
where p(x i ) here means the likelihood of instance x i . Combining equation 3 and 15, we could compute a combined metric:
where λ A is the parameter to make a balance between AIC and BIC, and experiments find out λ A = 0.6 could be a well-performing trade-off. Notice that here the AIC and BIC are computed with respect to each classifier, and lower AIC/BIC values indicate a more credible solution. Thus, we can use the normalized reciprocal of p values to initialize the linear combination. The initial values can be denoted as:ŵ
The overall procedure of the optimization of the linearly combined base classifiers can be denoted as algorithm 2. 
Weight Interpolation and the Probabilistic Prediction
The above three consecutive parts have discussed generating balanced sub-dataset and training of individual and combined classifiers. As a dynamic ensemble method, the coefficient of each individual classifier should be on-the-fly according to the test instance(s) when inferring. Since we have a dozen of base classifiers, each of them is trained by its corresponding data subset and has different impacts on the test data. Intuitively, by computing the 'distance' (denoted by likelihood) between the specific test instance and the Gaussian centroid the classifier based on, the impact of the base classifier on the test data can be evaluated without knowing the test label. Following the above strategy, an interpolation scheme is adopted to adjust weights and implement dynamic ensemble according to the test data. The interpolation is based on the log-likelihood/exp-likelihood calculated for a specific test instance and the previous trained coefficient. This likelihood can be favorable for choosing the best local competence (the highest likelihood) for each test instance. For any test instance x * , the component of the likelihood l * 0 will be:
However, this makes the prediction dedicated for the local data geometry and easy to overfit. In the proposed algorithm, the global data geometry modelled in GMM prepared in the data preprocessing stage is included further to constrain the dynamic fitting. In this way, the second type of regularization is introduced and the influence of local data geometry might be reduced. For any test instance x * , the component of the normalized likelihood l * will be:
, Exp-likelihood (19) And the final interpolation is computed as:
where the '+' operation in the above equation means pairwise summation between two vectors. λ is the 'interpolation parameter' and the optima can be found via the validation data through grid search. It is also noticeable that log-likelihood will naturally take multiple classifiers into consideration during classifying, while exp-likelihood would often generate a nearly one-hot vector with respect to different Gaussian distributions. The results computed by equation 20 will satisfy the condition of summing up to 1 and lay in the interval [0, 1].
Following the above procedure, the algorithm will output probabilistic value in the inter-
The output can be regarded as the probability of p(y * = 1|x * ), and instead of simply setting all samples greater than 0.5 as 1 and opposite as 0, the threshold can be fine-tuned following the equation:
where δ can be regarded as a 'threshold value' and the optima could be found via the validation data through grid search. The overall procedure of the proposed AER with XGBoost implementation(AER-XGBoost) could be shown as algorithm 3.
Data 
Time and Memory Complexities
In this section, we will show that the proposed AER method has favourable time and memory complexities. In particular, we will show theoretically that, under certain assumptions and for any classifier implemented with the AER framework, the time complexity will be asymptotically at least as good as the original implementation, and the asymptotic memory complexity will always be better than the full-batch implementations.
To begin with, let us recap the notations used in the AER model. Recall that m denotes the number of instances and n represents the number of features. For minority and majority data, m k and m n are used respectively. The skew rate here will be denoted as R, and it is straightforward to get that m n = R · m k . The number of Gaussian centroids is given as K, and there should be K < R in most cases as it will otherwise miss the purpose of re-sampling (could simply train balanced sub-sets and include all the training set). Notice that this also implies K < m as m = (R + 1)m k ≥ (R + 1) > K. The number of iterations of the GMM E-M algorithm will be denoted as t 1 and the number of iterations of SGD algorithm is denoted by t 2 . The time complexity of any machine learning classifier T (m, n) could be denoted as a polynomial of the numbers of instances and features T (m, n) = O(m a n b ), where a and b should be positive integers. Similarly, we will denote the memory complexity with M (m, n) = O(m a n b ). We care mostly about the complexities of the training process, as this will usually be the part consumes most of the time and memory.
To derive a bound not depending on the GMM-fitting or SGD part and help draw fair comparisons between AER-implemented and original methods, the analysis will be based on the assumption that the GMM covariance inversion and likelihood will be estimated with diagonal covariance approximation. This will remove high order terms of n and reduce the time complexity of computing GMM into O(mn), as the inversion and multiplication of the covariance can be completed within O(n) time. Also, we assume the choice of λ and δ is based on the validation set and its size is considerably smaller, with the condition m = Ω(m v K), where m v is the number of validation data points.
Time Complexity
For any Machine Learning method with polynomial training time complexity T (m, n) = O(m a n b ), the AER time complexity can be denoted with T AER (m, n). Under the assumptions stated above, the following theorem can be derived: Theorem 1. Given the conditions of t 1 ∈ o(min(m, n)) and t 2 ≤ nR K , the following property holds:
Proof. The theorem can be proved by a simple analysis. The memory complexity of the AER method can be decomposed into 4 parts: the complexity of computing the GMM model, the training complexity of individual classifiers, the SGD, and the validation part to get the optimal δ and λ. Each part will have the following complexities:
• Fitting the GMM model. The algorithm will fit 2K Gaussian distributions, and it will take
to fit the models under diagonal covariance. The overall complexity will be O(t 1 mn). Notice that the fact K < R is used in the derivation.
• Training of individual classifiers. For the first type of re-sampled data, the number of training instances will bem = O(
and for the second type of resampled data, the amount of training samples will bem = 2.
Given the polynomial form time complexity T (m, n) = O(m a n b ), the complexity of this part will
• Stochastic gradient descent. This part will take O((m n + b N )Kt 2 ), where b N is the batch size of SGD, and t 2 is the number of iterations. b N is a constant and therefore can be hidden asymptotically, yielding in O(m n Kt 2 ) = O( mKt2 R ) runtime.
• Validation of the optimal λ and δ parameter. Under the option of diagonal covariance approximation, the likelihood estimation of a single data point will be O(Kn). To estimate all the set, it will be O(Km v n). The optimal λ and δ values need to be obtained via multiple times of running, but the factor can be hidden as it will be a constant.
Summarizing the above terms, the overall complexity will be O( , n) ), the first term can be hidden. And since the condition is given as t 2 ≤ nR K and m, n ≥ 1, the third term can be hidden. Finally, since we assumed a large training set and a small validation set with m = Ω(m v K), the final part can be hidden, and the complexity will be
If one find a ≥ 2, there will be: , n) ). The conclusion can be drawn by taking L'hospital rule. 
The theorem indicates that by re-sampling the dataset, the proposed AER method can reduce time complexity when the original complexity is super-linear with respect to the amount of data m, and will not be worse than the original full-batch implementation when the complexity is linear to m. Table 1 illustrates a comparison of time complexity between common Machine Learning classifiers implemented with original full-batch scheme and the AER framework. From the table, it could be observed that the higher the order of m in an algorithm, the more advantages will the AER framework bring. The Gradient Boosting Machine(GBM), which is the method-of-choice in our base classifier, is also listed in the table, and |T | denotes the number of trees in the algorithm. Notice that our implementation of the GBM is based on XGBoost, which is a parallelized GBM method and does not fall into the polynomial-time regime of our analysis. Nevertheless, the rigorous analysis of the time complexity provides a convincing advantage of the proposed AER method.
Memory Complexity
For any Machine Learning method with polynomial training memory complexity M (m, n) = O(m a n b ), the AER memory complexity can be denoted with M AER (m, n). With the assumptions stated above, one could get the following theorem:
Proof. Similar to the analysis of time complexity, the memory complexity of AER is decomposed into the 4 parts:
• Fitting the GMM model. The model needs to store n values under the setting of diagonal variance, thus the memory complexity will be O(nK).
• Training of individual classifiers. Similar with the time complexity proof, the two types of subsets will have number of samples in O(
, respectively. A difference here is that for the memory complexity, one could use the same memory for every Gaussian component. Thus, the memory complexity will be O(( m K ) a n b ).
• Stochastic gradient descent. One only needs to keep 2K slots in the memory to update weights so that the memory complexity will be O(K).
• Validation of the optimal λ and δ parameter. For each Gaussian component, the validation process will take O(n) memory, and each data point will need O(nk). The likelihood of the m data will be stored, which means there should be an additional O(m) complexity. The overall complexity of this part will be O(m + nk).
The final complexity will be given as O(nK + (
. And since K < m, the complexity can be simplified to O(( m K ) a n b ). With a simple derivation, one could get
Notice that the theory on memory complexity is a stronger conclusion than its time counterpart. Firstly, it removes the restrictions on iteration times, and the memory complexity is unconditionally bounded. Secondly, theorem 2 prove a strict upper bound with little-o notation(which means asymptotically grows strictly slower), regardless of the choice of a.
Experiments and Discussion

Datasets
There are three datasets employed to test the performance of the proposed method empirically: UCI Bioassay dataset (AID 362) 1 , Abalone 19 dataset 2 , and a set of artificially-generated imbalanced dataset sampled from a 10-center Gaussian Mixture Model 3 . For UCI Bioassay data, the detailed figures of the performances with respect to various parameters are included; while for the other 2 sets, the paper will emphasize on the comparisons between the optimal solutions of the proposed method and existed methods. For all the three datasets, the time of executing the training, gridsearch cross validation and testing processes are reported (see section 4.2.2 for details), although time for some of the methods is not available for UCI Bioassay data.
UCI Bioassay dataset was originally published in 2009 [46] , and it contains the information of the relationship between screening bioassay status and the activeness of the outcome. There are 4279 records in the dataset, of which 60 are labeled as 'active' (minority data, labeled as 1) and others are labeled as 'inactive' (majority data, labeled as 0) . The skew rate is about 1 : 70 and the training and testing data are split with a rate of 4 : 1. The number of features of the dataset is 118, and there is no missing values/non-numerical values in the dataset. As a popular dataset, previous academic endeavors have tested various methods with it. There is a 'Result' file along with the dataset for reference purpose, in which the performances of Naive Bayes, cost-sensitive SVM and cost-sensitive C4.5 (Decision Tree) are documented. In this section, the performance of our algorithm will be compared with these given methods. In addition, to demonstrate the favorable performance of the proposed ensemble paradigm over novel imbalanced data classification algorithm of other branches, a comparison between the proposed method and XGBoost with the recently-proposed focal loss [15] is also illustrated. Notice that since the results of the conventional methods are retrieved from literature, the exact running time of these methods is not available, and we are not able to perform statistical test for this dataset as the original predictions are unknown to us.
Abalone 19 dataset was originally presented in KEEL-dataset [47] as a real-life imbalanced binary classification example. There are 4174 records in the dataset, with 32 of them marked as 'positive', which means they belongs to the minority (class 19), and 4142 items labeled as 'negative', which indicates they are from the majority (other classes). The skew ratio is around 1:129, more significant than that in the UCI Bioassay data. The number of features is 8, with one of the columns represented as a categorical variable(sex of the abalone). Unlike UCI Bioassay, there is insufficient literature providing reliable benchmark results for Abalone 19. Thus, in the experiments, algorithms including SVM, Decision Tree (C4.5/CART), and focal-loss XGBoost are tested by the implementations with sk-learn. ALso, the execution time is included and statistical tests are performed to varify the effectiveness of the AER models.
Finally, to test the performance of the proposed method on the specific case when the data geometry truly follows a Gaussian Mixture Model distribution, a set of 8000 samples is generated through the sk-learn Make-Classification method. The skew rate is 1:79, with 7900 samples labeled as '0' and 100 marked as '1'. The number of features is specified as 15, with 9 of them generated from 9-d GMM model, 3 of them obtained by combining the generated dimensions, and 2 of them filled with random noise. The number of Gaussian distributions in the corresponding GMM is 10. Notice that the 'number of Gaussian centroids' is applied to both majority and minority data, which means the 100 positive-labelled samples are also from 10 clusters. This will increase the difficulty of classification and pose a challenge of learning a complex decision boundary while preserving a good generalization ability. As we will see in the corresponding section, the proposed method performs well for this data-set, while some of the cost-sensitive methods completely lost their ability to grasp anything meaningful.
It is noticeable that except UCI Bioassay AID 362, the other two datasets are not partitioned into training/testing parts. Furthermore, for UCI Bioassay data, the original results provided by literature did mention the validation data, which is crucial in our case to determine the value of δ in equation 21 . Thus, in the experiments, the training data of UCI Bioassay is split with a ratio of 5:1 for both majority and minority instances. Similarly, the Abalone 19 and GMM-generated data are split into training, validation and testing data with a ratio of 3:1:1. The optimal value of δ is obtained via a grid search with resolution 0.025 on the validation set. One might have concerns regarding the fairness of the comparison between the performance of the proposed algorithm and of other methods. However, since there is no additional data provided for the proposed algorithm, the experiment results does not bias in favor of the proposed method and the comparisons would not be unfair against existing methods.
Evaluation Metrics
Performance Metrics
For an ordinary classification problem, accuracy can simply be used as the sole metric to evaluate performances. However, for label-skewed data, the algorithm often achieves a satisfying accuracy even by simply predicting every instance as the majority class. Thus, in this scenario, the spotting results of the majority and the minority data should be examined respectively. Specifically, if one regards minority data as Positive (P) and majority as Negative (N), then combining the prediction results and ground-true labels, one will get four prediction outcomes: True Positive (TP), False Positive (FP), True Negative (TN) and False Negative (FN). As a conventional analytical approach, precision and recall will be introduced to evaluate the quality of the classification of the majority/minority data. The computation of precision and recall metrics are given as follows:
Notice that, in this paper, the concept of 'precision' and 'recall' are extended to class-specified metrics, in contrast with focusing only on the positive(minority) samples in conventional statistical analysis. Thus, in our experiments, both the majority and minority recalls are reported. On the premise of sufficient recall, the TP-FP ratio can also be employed to evaluate the quality of labelskewed data classification:
where recall k and recall n stands for the recall of the minority and majority classes, respectively. To evaluate the overall quantities of precision and recall, F 1 score and G-Mean are introduced. The computation of F 1 score and G-Mean are shown as follows:
F 1 score and G-Mean are the commonly-used metrics in imbalanced classification problems, and noticeably, G-mean is usually a more consistent metric, thus could provide more reliable information in our experiments [48] [49] . In addition, the 'Balanced-accuracy' is also introduced:
To sum up, the following metrics will be mainly used in this study: the Recall of both majority and minority classes, the TP-FP ratio, the F 1 score and G-mean of the minority class, and the TP-FP ratio, and the Balanced Accuracy as overall performance evaluation.
Execution Time
To give an illustration of the time complexity of the proposed method, the execution time of the proposed AER method on training/testing processes is reported and compared with other methods. We utilized the time.time() method in Python to capture the running time of each part of the algorithm; Thus, we are able to report the time of individual part mentioned in section 2 and grasp a better insight of the time complexity. The final execution time is calculated by summing up different parts. Notice that program running time evaluation in Python is quite inexact as the speed of program can be largely affected by non-algorithmic factors. For example, program with Python interface and C/C++-implementation could run 5+ times faster than genuine Python implementation for the same algorithm [50] . Also, if numerically invalid numbers(Nan, Inf) appear in any part of an execution, the program will considerably slow down even if it does not affect the final result, leading to potentially unfair comparisons. Nevertheless, the running time can still be viewed as a straightforward demonstration to help understand the time complexity of the proposed method.
Since the performance of machine learning algorithms can be significantly affected by hyperparameters, grid search is often performed to obtain the best parameter setups. However, when concerning the running time, algorithms running with more tunable parameters tend to have a longer execution time, without reflecting the real time complexity of the algorithm. On the other hand, parameter searching is deemed as essential for a good performance, and a complete model training process should include this part. Thus, in this paper, both types of execution time (with and without grid search) are reported.
As is mentioned above, thanks to the flexible time-recording system in Python, one is able to capture the time of each part of the algorithm. Therefore, the run time of three levels of the AER method are illustrated: the time of training an individual base classifier, the time of training the stacking of classifiers, and the overall running time of the AER. The purpose of the first two kinds of execution time is to validate the favourable time complexity proved in section 3, as one could observe the running time is competitive against plain XGBoost even for the stacking classifiers. Notice that the diagonal approximation of covariance matrix is not used in the experiments, resulting in a relatively longer overall running time of the AER (see section 4.4 for more details).
Statistical Test
To further justify the performance superiority of the proposed AER method, Mcnemar's test is applied to Abalone 19 and GMM-generated datasets. Mcnemar test is a nonparametric test commonly-used in binary classification problems [51] [52] , and the idea is based on verifying 'if the two methods make mistakes on the same part of the sample'. Essentially, if the two methods are making wrong predictions on the same portion of data, there should not be a fundamental difference between them and the null hypothesis will not be rejected. The effectiveness of using Mcnemar test in binary classification tasks was comprehensively discussed in [53] and now widely accepted in the community.
The Mcnemar tests are conducted on AERs with logarithm-and exponential-likelihoods to verify their statistical significance over other methods, including Decision Tree, SVM, and plain and focal XGBoosts. The tests are implemented based on Statsmodels package in Python [54] , and the contingency tables are computed with Python's Numpy package in the array form [55] . The χ 
Experimental results
UCI Bioassay
In the experiment, the number of Gaussian centroids is chosen from a set of {7, 8, 9}. After validating with the minimum BIC value following equation 4, the final number of Gaussian centroids is optimized as 8. This leads to the total number of base classifiers as 16, of which the first eight base classifiers are trained on the majority-dominating subsets and the rest of them are fitted with the nearly-balanced subsets. The distribution of trained weights is plotted in Figure 2 (round to 2 decimals for the convenience of plotting). From the figure we can see that classifiers trained on majority-dominated data generally occupy larger weights (with larger values and darker colors) because these classifiers better represent the global geometry. Nevertheless, the weights from the balanced dataset also make indispensable influences on the overall prediction. Figures  3 and 4 . The resolution of λ is 0.05 and the system will be solely relying on the GMM if λ is set to 1 and purely depending on trained coefficients if λ is set to 0. Notice that the performance on the training set is not shown in the figures because all the values in that set are around 1.0.
The performance of interpolated weights can consistently outperform those with entirely GMM likelihood or trained linear combination for virtually all types of evaluation metrics. In addition, although the optimal λ values for validation and test sets can be different, the optimal validation λ can lead to a satisfying performance slightly below the testing optimum. The comparison of validation-based optima and testing-based optima is given in Table 2 .
After obtaining the optimal values of λ, one could examine the performance and optimize the threshold parameter δ in equation 21 based on training or validation data. With the selection metric stated above, for this dataset, we found the difference between the average log-likelihoods of validation and testing data is 1602.56, while the same metric between the training and testing data is 8663.5. Therefore, the validation data is picked to determine δ. With the interpolation Figure 4 : The performances of the overall algorithm with respect to the change of the interpolation parameter λ in equation 20 on the UCI Bioassay dataset. Exponential likelihood is adopted to compute the likelihood of each test data. Figure 5 : The performances of the proposed dynamic ensemble algorithm with respect to the change of the threshold parameter δ in equation 21 on the UCI Bioassay dataset. Log likelihood is adopted to compute the likelihood of each test data.
parameter in Table 2 , the performance with respect to the changing value of δ can be illustrated in Figure 5 and 6. The optimal δ value based on validation data is not far from the optimum of the test data. The differences between validation-based and test-based optimal δ values are provided in Table 3 . The overall algorithm tends to favor spotting majority instances over minority samples, as the optimal δ values under both settings are less than 0.5. However, given the condition that the amounts of minority instances are sparse in validation and test sets, the results are satisfying. And for the purpose of further insights of the performance of the proposed method, the statistics regarding F1 score and G-Mean are given in Figures 8 and 9 in the appendix. The figures denotes the change of F1 score and G-mean metrics for different δ values with Log-and Exp-likelihoods, respectively. In comparison of the proposed method, the recently-proposed focal-loss method is implemented with XGBoost (same as the individual base classifier used in our method). The results are shown Figure 6 : The performances of the proposed dynamic ensemble algorithm with respect to the change of the threshold parameter δ in equation 21 on the UCI Bioassay dataset. Exponential likelihood is adopted to compute the likelihood of each test data. in Figure 7 , with the focal parameter γ is given as 1.5 via validation. The figure demonstrates a strong performance, which verifies the effectiveness of the highly-cited work. However, for the imbalanced classification case, as one can observe from the leftmost plot, the range of δ leading to a satisfying performance is quite restricted, and the overall performance declines drastically when δ goes out of the range. In contrast, figures 5 and 6 reflect a more robust property in terms of the range of δ. Finally, Table 4 and 5 illustrate the performance and execution time comparison between the classical methods(provided by the a previous paper [46] ), the (focal loss) XGBoost methods, and the proposed AER methods. From table 4, it could be observed that the proposed AER algorithm, with both log-and exp-likelihoods, achieves a competitive performance. The exponential likelihood-based adaptive ensemble method can achieve the best Balanced Accuracy, while its loglikelihood counterpart is able to score a better TP-FP ratio because of a stronger capability in spotting majority instances. Table 5 shows the run time of XGBoost and AER components mentioned before, while the pieces of execution time of the classical methods are not included for they are retrieved from [46] . It could be found that the required running time for individual XGBoost in AER is much shorter than the 'vanilla' version of it. Moreover, even if one sums up all the 16 individual XGBoost classifiers, the running time is still competitive against the batch-implementation counterpart. The execution time without grid search for AER overall is less appealing, partly due to the high computational complexity of fitting GMM models (diagonal approximation is not used in the experiments). However, if one takes grid search into consideration, AER is again a favourable model.
Abalone 19 Data
The base classifier implemented for Abalone 19 data is XGBoost, the same as the implementation for UCI Bioassay. The candidate list of the number of Gaussian distributions is set to {11, 12, 13}, and the number 12 is retrieved through the BIC criteria. The optimal lambda is determined as 0.15 for the Log-likelihood and 0.20 for the Exp-likelihood. We again pick the δ values lead to the optimal performance on the validation set as the 'determine threshold'. The δ value AER models on Abalone data is 0.75 for Log-likelihood and 0.675 for Exp-likelihood. The performance with respect to the changes of δ values can be given in Figures 10 and 11 in the appendix.
For the purpose of comparison, the classification results based on Cost-sensitive Decision Tree, Cost-sensitive SVM, plain XGBoost, and focal-loss XGBoost are reported in Table 6 . For both of The γ parameter of the focal loss is obtained via 3-fold cross-validation grid search and the final value is set to 2.5. Naive Bayes is not tested in the case as almost all the features are real number/decimals and smoothing will therefore be problematic. From the table, it could be observed that the proposed methods (with both Log-and Explikelihoods) outperform existing algorithms in terms of balanced accuracy and G-mean score. AER method with exponential likelihood has a lower balanced accuracy because of a relatively lower recall on minority instances, but it is still higher than those of existing methods. XGBoost with focal loss enjoys a competitive performance, but still inferior to the proposed AER methods. Notice that the TP-FP ratio of Cost-sensitive CART is given as '-': since the recall of majority is 99.64%, the value of minority recall is quite low (around 14); however, without acceptable minority recall, such metric cannot accurately reflect the performance and will be misleading if listed.
Another interesting perspective of the table is to see the comparison between the plain XGBoost (the base classifier used in the AER method) and the advanced methods based on it (including focal loss and AER). It could be observed that plain XGBoost method performs poorly for this specific task, with a significant bias toward minority data, but fail to spot out majority instances. Focal loss and AER could be regarded as two 'recipes' to improve the performance, and AER is better in terms of the overall performance. However, the highly-regarded focal loss does have its own merit: the 21 majority recalls are relatively high, and the algorithm is concise. Table 7 illustrates the running time comparison for the methods implemented. From the table it could be observed that, similar to the situation on UCI Bioassay data, XGBoost with AER framework runs with significantly less time for individual classifiers, and the overall classifier training time of AER lies in the same range of plain XGBoost. For a comparison purpose, the execution time of CART and SVM are reported. It could be observed that SVM is relatively slow, and the reason could be partly attributed to a time complexity quadratic to m, and partly attributed to the implementation with an external library in SK-learn. Again, the overall running time of AER is a bit of longer because of the using of full-precision covariance matrices. However, with proper optimization in Python codes, a execution time like this is still preferable.
Finally, table 8 demonstrates the results of Mcnemar test for the significance of the performance superiority of Exp-and Log-likelihood AERs. From the table, it could be observed that the favourable performances of the AER models are corroborated by Mcnemar tests in most cases. The Null Hypothesis between AER and XGBoost with focal loss is relatively hard to reject(p ≥ 0.01 for both cases), confirming the strong performance of the widely-favoured method. It is interesting that the AER model with exponential likelihood failed to reject the Null Hypothesis against SVM, and we notice that such observations do not happen elsewhere in the experiments. Thus, the problem of this specific test might stem from the specific training/testing splitting pair.
GMM-generated Data
For GMM-generated data, similar to that for UCI Bioassay and Abalon 19, a XGBoost-based AER is provided. The model has a choice of number of Gaussian centroids between {8, 9, 10}, and a 10-centroid setup is finally chosen. Notice that for this dataset, we actually know the number of Gaussian distributions, and the AER method correctly recovered this information. The optimal λ is determined as 0.60 for Log-likelihood and 0.30 for Exp-likelihood. Validation set is picked to determine the value of δ, and the performance with respect to a changing δ values can be shown in Figures 12 and 13 in the appendix for the Log-and Exp-likelihood methods respectively.
Again, for the purpose of comparison, existed methods, including cost-sensitive SVM, costsensitive decision Tree, and plain and focal-loss XGBoost, are tested on the same dataset. The results are summarized in Table 9 . From the table, it could be found that only cost-sensitive Decision Tree, Focal-loss XGBoost and the AER methods can grasp useful information, while costsensitive SVM and plain XGBoost actually fail in learning any more-then-random classification boundary. As we have discussed above, the minority data are very hard to learn as the 100 samples come from 10 different Gaussian distributions. Nevertheless, with the AER methods, especially under the setup of exponential-likelihood, the model is able to maintain an acceptable performance (relatively high balanced accuracy and TP-FP ratio). The results in Table 9 indicates that if the data manifold follows GMM, existing algorithms would have difficulty in learning classifiers, while the proposed AER method could serve as an ideal alternative in this specific case. Tables 10 and 11 demonstrate the execution time of different methods and the corresponding Mcnemar tests for Log-and Exp-likelihood AERs. From table 10 one can observe that SVM will take a disproportional longer time as the size of training set increases. The training time of AER classifiers appears longer than plain XGBoost, but they are still roughly stay in the same interval. CART is favourable in terms of training time, but it cannot make valuable decisions on the task. From table 11, it could be found that for the GMM-generated data, the performance significance of AER models can be verified by Mcnemar test in most cases. The only case failed to reject the Null Hypothesis is the Log-likelihood AER and Focal XGBoost, but the p-value is not very large even in this case, indicating the effectiveness of the proposed AER method. 
Discussion
In addition to the above illustrations of the experimental results on the three datasets, there are some further points worthy to be discussed:
• Training Stability. For cost-sensitive method, the training process of imbalanced data classification could often be unstable, as the large weight on the minority instances will force the classifier to struggle between losing an important instance and dropping a large cluster of samples. In the experiments, one could observe that cost-sensitive methods often lead to a 'one-sided' solution, and the training process of these methods sometimes suffer numerically (getting NaN) because of the instability. On the contrary, the proposed AER algorithm could prevent the instability because the sub-sets used in the training procedures are significantly less skewed. The property serves as another advantage of the proposed adaptive ensemble method.
• Exponential and Log Likelihoods methods. Another point to discuss is that in practice, whether exponential or log-likelihood would be more preferable. As it is stated in previous sections, exponential likelihood will tend to select one dominating Gaussian centroid while log-likelihood will favor a 'soft' combination. For most cases, the exponential likelihoodbased method provides a more appealing and best performance. However, the variances of performance with different values of λ and δ are higher for exponential likelihood than the log-likelihood method. Thus, for the choice of practice, log-likelihood-based option is recommended to serve as a starting setup for general scenarios.
• Execution Time. We theoretically proved the favourable time and memory complexities in section 3. However, from the tables in this section, some pieces of execution time of the proposed AER methods are longer than plain XGBoost. This theory-practice discrepancy can be explained by two factors: the logarithm complexity of XGBoost and full precision of covariance matrices. The first factor means that the time complexity of XGBoost does not fall into the regime of our proof, and the second factor indicates a O(n 3 ) complexity in computing the matrix inverse and multiplications (in contrast with the O(n) complexity when using diagonal approximation), which will cost a long time to complete. The second factor can be verified by the observations from the tables, where AER with only training of classifiers takes approximately similar time with plain XGBoost, while the overall time surges after counting GMM modeling time in.
• Effectiveness of SGD-based implicit and interpolation-based regularizations. The two types of regularization are the most significant contributions in our method, and their effectiveness could be verified by inspecting the optimal λ values for the performance. For the UCI Bioassay data, from figures 3 and 4, it could be observed that the optimal λ for the validation and testing sets are neither 0 nor 1, indicating that 'interpolate' the likelihood-based weights, which could be regarded as a form of regularization, will lead to a better performance (otherwise the optimum should happen near 1). Results on Abalone 19 and GMM-generated data illustrate similar results, which could further support our claim. Meanwhile, from figures 3 and 4, it could be observed that solely using SGD-learned weights(left-most point) could outperform purely likelihood-based method(right-most point), which could verify the effectiveness of the SGD-based implicit regularization.
Conclusions
In this paper, a novel method, namely Adaptive Ensemble of Classifiers with Regularization (AER), has been proposed for binary imbalanced data classification. Details of the method, including implementations with XGBoost, are provided and related training formulas are derived. In addition to the regularization properties, theoretical proofs illustrate that the method has favourable time and memory complexities. The performance of the proposed algorithm is tested on three datasets, and empirical evidences illustrate that the overall performance is competitive compared to the classical and the latest algorithms. In addition, the proposed method has other advantageous properties like preferable training stability, and it is novel in terms of implementing regularization for dynamic ensemble methods.
Three major contributions have been made in this paper: First, the paper has proposed an algorithm with state-of-the-art performance on binary imbalanced data. Comparing to the existing optimization methods and recent developments in the area (like focal loss), the performance of the proposed method is competitive and even better in terms of the comprehensive performance (Gmean and Balanced Accuracy). Second, the proposed method has multiple advantages other than classification performance, including a stable training process and preferable time and memory complexities. Third, the paper has investigated the regularization problem in dynamic ensemble methods, which is relatively under-developed in the previous publications. Experimental results show that regularization with Stochastic Gradient Descent and weight interpolation of the global geometry of data could improve performances and have huge potentials in the classification of binary imbalanced data. Figure 8 : The change of F 1 score and G-mean of the minority data with respect to the changing value of δ in equation 21 on the UCI Bioassay dataset. Log likelihood is adopted to compute the likelihood of each test data. The performances of the proposed dynamic ensemble algorithm with respect to the change of the threshold parameter δ in equation 21 on the GMM-generated dataset. Log likelihood is adopted to compute the likelihood of each test data. Figure 13 : The performances of the proposed dynamic ensemble algorithm with respect to the change of the threshold parameter δ in equation 21 on the GMM-generated dataset. Exponential likelihood is adopted to compute the likelihood of each test data.
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